one and does not depend on the communication media used by the system's processors.
A very natural subject would be to look at self stabilizing message passing systems. Surprisingly, there are very few papers which addressed this subject.
The size of a configuration of a message passing system is the number of bits required to en- A configuration of any message passing system consists of the state of each processor and the messages which are in transit on each link.
The size of a configuration of a message passing system is the number of bits required to encode the configuration entirely.
A protocol for a message passing system is message driven if any action of the processors is initiated by receiving a message.
The work of Katz and Perry, , presents a general tool for extending an arbitrary message passing protocol, to a self stabilizing protocol. In this work it is argued that any message driven protocol has a possible configuration in which all processors are waiting for messages but there are no messages on any link. This unwanted situation is called communication deadlock.
A self stabilizing system should be able to stabilize when start ed from any possible initial configuration, therefore a completely asynchronous self stabilizing system cannot be message driven. Moreover, for every self stabilizing message passing system, in any configuration of the system there is at least one processor that its next operation is sending a message. Thus, there is an execution in which in every atomic step a message is sent and no message is ever received. wheres~E S~, 1< i < n, and hl~l is a list of the messages stored on ej, for 1<~< m. Let c be a configuration as above, and let a = (i, sil, (e, ms9), (el, ms91), (e2, ms92) """ (e/, msgl), si,) bean atomic step. a is applicable to (Pi in) c, if Pi is in state Sil in c and msg is the first message stored on e in c.
Application of a to c yields the result configuration cl. We denote this fact by c & c'. A sequence of atomic steps, A = (al, az, 0. .), is applicable to a configuration co, if the first at omit step in the sequence, al, is applicable to co, the second atomic step is applicable to c1 where co 3 c1, and so on. An execution, E = (CO,al, a2, . . .), is a (finite or infinite) sequence which consists of a configuration co and an applicable sequence of atomic steps A = (al, az, . . .). Another representation of an execution is E = (co, al, cl, az, . " O) where for every i > 0, c;_l~c;. We use each of these two representations wherever it is convenient.
Each execution E defines, a partial order of the executions of the atomic steps of 1? in time, by the relation happened before of Lamport in 1Unlike previous definitions of message driven protocols we do not assume that the computation starts with "wakeup" messages,since the system should be able to stabilize starting from any system configuration and in particular a configuration that omit those "wakeup" messages.
[ It can be easily shown that for any arbitrary execution E and any arbitrary configuration c in E, if ai and aj are atomic steps in E and a; is applicable to Pi in c and aj is applicable to Pj in c (i # j) then ai and aj are concurrent.
Asynchronous protocol, PR, is usually defined by a set of n programs a program for each pro-
cessor. An asynchronous protocol may also be defined by a set of executions that satisfies the following:
1.
2.
2.2
If E = (cO, al, a2, . ..) is an arbitrary execution in PR then every prefix of E, is also an execution in PR.
Let E = (co, al, cl, a2, --.,a,) be arbitrary finite execution in P.R with result configuration cr. Then for every atomic step a which is applicable to c, there is an execution (E, c., a). In order to allow concatenation of finite executions to form infinite fair execution, in which no local time-out occurs, we demand that each su~ch finite execution will contain atomic step of each processor in the system. The minimal subexecution which contains at least one activation of each processor in the system is called a round.
Let E' be a minimal prefix of an execution E which satisfies: any processor receives a message during E'. E' is the first round of E. Let Elt be the suffix of E which satisfies E' o E" = E.
The next round of E is the first round of E".
The sequence of configurations and atomic steps which form the t-th round of E is denoted by roundt.
For any finite execution E denote the number of rounds in E by R(E).
An execution E = (Co, al,..
., cl-l, al) whose result configuration c1 is equal to its initial configuration co a,nd As in the previous two protocols, the algorithm of the receiver is just to send the messages it receives back to the sender. Therefore, we can ignore the receiver and view the links bet ween the receiver and the sender as a single queue:
In a single step, the sender (a) receives a message from the head of the queue, (b) adds one or more messages to the tail of the queue, and (c) moves to a new state. Since the sender is a finite state machine, there is only a finite number of different messages it can send (and receive), and hence each such message can be considered as a letter taken from some finite alphabet. Thus, the sender can be viewed as a finite state machine Q satisfying (a) - (c) The protocol is designed so that the following properties are kept:
The sequence We will prove that (1) above implies that eventually there is only one token in the system, while (.2,) guarantees that the size of the system is logarithmic in the number of steps. We now show that the protocol indeed satisfies (1) and (2) above. of the code). The first block has the same color as the last (possibly incomplete) block. We denote by C'~the limit configuration just before bk is initiated.
Next we prove that the number of blocks in the limit configurations may only decrease.
Lemma 7:
Let lk be the number of blocks in the limit configuration 6'k. Then lk~(k+l, with equality only if $k is a single block.
Proof: Let mk~1 be the number of blocks in .Sk. In the process of going from ck to Ck+l one block was added (namely, bk), and mk blocks of sk were removed, therefore we have that Zk+l = k + 1 -mk. The lemma follows.
•1
Lemma 7 above implies that the number of blocks in the limit configurations can only decrease. Next we show that eventually this number must get down to one. First we need a technical Lemma:
The sequence (xorl, xor2, . ..) is aperiodic.
Let (al,. ... a;,.. .) be an eventually periodic sequence. Then for each i, p > 0, the sequence (ai, ai+P, ai+zP, o"", aj+mP, o"") is also event ually periodic. (mod 3). This means that the sequence XOR is also event ually periodic.
We shall derive a cent radiction by showing that the sequence XOR is aperiodic. 
